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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years much attention has been focused on the 
importance of satisfaction as a determinant of effective per-
formance. The need for the maintenance of high morale in any 
concerted effort has been emphasized. Professional groups 
have become increasingly concerned about the adjustment of 
individual members to particular positions in which they"hap-
pen to be employed. Surveys have been made and books have 
been written on the many aspects. of job satisfaction. The 
findings have indicated that little effort is likely to be 
made if an employee dislikes his work. 
In order for the nurse educator to keep a finger on the 
pulse of the educational program within her school, she 
should be aware of the students' reactions to the experiences 
within the school. Since tll.earning takes place more !3ffeot-
ively in situations Where the student derives a feeling of 
satisfaction," the improvement of any experience during the 
program in nursing should include consideration of those fac-
tors which contributed to the students' feelings of satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction.l 
1Sand, Ole, Curriculum Study in Basic Nursing Education 
'P• 58. 
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There are various techniques which have been used to 
elicit information pertinent to student satisfaction. Two 
means frequently used are: (1) evaluation by the instructors 
as to what they think the students like or dislike and the 
reasons for the students·' reactions, and (2) evaluation direct-
ly by the students. 
Satisfaction is subjective in nature and is a relative 
condition which is affected by many variables. There is no 
common standard of satisfaction. It varies from person to 
person and within one person from time to time •.. Pending the 
development of an instrument which can measure satisfaction 
independent of rationali~ation and falsification, the best 
available criterion is the respondent's own estimate of her 
satisfaction. 
Statement of Problem 
The purpose of this study was to identify the experiences 
of the first semester in a selected school of nursing with 
which the students were satisfied or dissatisfied and to deter-
mine the factors Which contributed to the satisfaction and dis-
satisfaction. 
~ustification of Problem 
An examination of student opinions about their experi-
ences may reveal strengths and weaknesses in the program which 
have implications for future planning of the program. If 
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~ nursing is to contribute to the student's satisfaction, the 
educator should consider strengthening those experiences which 
have led to the student's satisfaction and modifying or elim-
inating those which have caused her to be dissatisfied. 
Scope and Limitations 
T.he participants in this study were forty-eight students 
who had completed twenty-four weeks in the selected school of 
nursing immediately prior to the study. The data consisted of 
responses to a questionnaire. 
Limitations arise because the study was conducted in 
only one diploma school of nursing. Therefore, the experi-
ences which were evaluated by the students were specific to 
the school. An additional limitation was the fact that the 
students had successfully completed the work of the first 
semester. The students whose grades had not been academically 
acceptable had resigned from the school previous to the time 
of the study. Other students had left the school because of 
personal reasons. Another limitation may have been the fact 
that the questionnaire was administered by a member of the 
faculty of the school. Because of this, it was possible that 
the students felt some restraint in giving information. 
Definition of Terms 
In order to assist the reader to develop a frame of 
reference similar to that of the writer, the following terms 
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are defined: 
1. The experiences evaluated by the students were those 
curricular and extra-class activities provided by the 
school. 
2. The first semester refers to the first twenty-four 
weeks in the school of nursing. 
3. A factor associated with satisfaction is that par-
ticular aspect of the experience which caused the stu-
dent to say, "This is what I liked the most." 
4. A factor associated with dissatisfaction. is that 
particular aspect of the experience which caused the 
student to say, "This is what I liked the least." 
Preview of Methodology 
A questionnaire was administered to each of the forty-
eight participants during an assigned class period. Each 
student was to indicate her reactions to the designated ex-
periences. The responses were anonymous. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chapter II includes a review of the literature which 
seemed pertinent to this study. Chapter III explains the 
selection and description of the sample used and the tool 
used to gather the data. In Chapter IV the data are presented 
and discussed. A summary of the study and conclusions and 
recommendations which evolve from the data are presented in 
• 
:.,..· .. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRl\MEWORK OF TBJ!l STUilY 
The literature which seemed pertinent to this study 
included: (l) the investigations of' job-satisfaction which 
were conducted with various occupational groups, (2) the 
studies concerned with satisfaction among graduate nurses, and 
(3) the investigations Which pertained to satisfaction among 
·students of nursing. 
One of the first studies on job satisfaction was report-
ed in 1935 by Roppock. 1 He found that of five occupational 
groups, unskilled laborers were the least satisfied. Persons 
in executive, managerial and professional positions were most 
satisfied. The components he found to be associated with sat-
isfaction were: {l) the way an individual adjusts to unpleas-
ant situations, (2) his status in the group with which he 
identifies himself, (3) his ability to adjust to other per-
sons, (4) his security, (5) his loyalty, and (6) the nature of 
-
his work in relation to his abilities, preparation, and inter-
est. In conclusion Roppock stated "the most logical inference 
is that the persons who consciously dislike their jobs are a 
minority group representing probably one-third or less of the 
lRoppock, Robert, ~eb Satisfaction. 
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e employable adult population~v2 
In a study of the satisfaction of 275 graduate nurses, 
Nahm3 found that 78 per cent liked their jobs, 20 per cent 
were indifferent, and 2 per cent disliked their jobs. PUblic 
health nurses were better satisfied than either institutional 
or private duty nurses, but, of the latter two groups, instit-
utional nurses were better satisfied. Satisfaction was allied 
with good interpersonal relationships with supervisors and ad-
ministrators. 
No studies were found which related specifically to the 
students' reactions to the separate experiences of the first 
semester in the school of nursing. However, there have been 
several studies concerned with satisfactions and dissatisfao-
tions with other experiences of the program. of nursing. 
A study was conducted by Blackston4 on the satisfactions 
and dissatisfactions of students in a program of poliomyelitis 
2Ibid. p.261 
3Nahm, Helen, An Evaluation of Selected Schools of Nurs-
ing with Respect to Certain Educational Objectives, 
p. 18 (citing "Factors A$sociated with ~ob Satis-
faction in Nursing". Master's Thesis, University 
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, by Helen Nahm, 1939). 
4.Blackston, Olivia La.N"elle, "A Study to Determine Source 
of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction as ·Evidenced 
by Students of Nursing in the Convalescent Polio-
myelitis Unit of a Selected Hospital", Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1954. 
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nursing. A questionnaire was administered by Blackston, and 
the implications were verified in an interview with each part-
icipant. The data indicated that satisfactions and dissatis-
factions were related to orientation, nursing care, instruc-
tion and supervision, and communication. 
A stu~ was made by McCarthy5 of the sources of satis-
faction and dissatisfaction for students in a. progr~ in rehab 
ilita.ti~n of handicapped children. The findings indicated 
that the students' satisfactions and dissatisfactions were 
related to incidents and situations concerning the handicapped 
children, to the students themselves, and to interpersonal 
relationships. 
Another report by Nahm6 indicated that there was a sharp 
decrease in satisfaction with nursing as students progressed 
from the freshman to the junior year. In the same study, the . 
juniors recorded more problems than the seniors. Satisfaction 
was associated with bedside care of patients and the opportun~ 
ity to help plan work, use initiative and express ideas. Dis-
satisfaction was allied with fatigue and classes. 
5McCarthy, Anne, "A Study of Sources o:f Satisfaction and 
Dissatisfaction For Students o:f Nursing in A Pro-
gram o:f Rehabilitation of Handicai>ped Children11 , 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1958. 
~ahm, Helen, nsa.tis:faction with Nursingn. J"ournal 2f 
Applied PsyChology, 32:335-343, August 1948. 
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A folJ.ow':"up study in the same school of nursing indica-
ted that it was possible tb create an environment in which the 
- -
enthusiasm and high motivation of students could be preserved. 
Once the students had lost their initial enthusiasm for nurs-
ing, however, it was not easily regained. The author believed 
that as the satisfaction of each successive group in the 
school increased, the morale of the entire student body would 
remain high. 
Nahm conducted a research project on the extent to which 
428 senior students of nursing in twelve selected schools of 
nursing were satisfied with nursing. The results indicated 
that 24 :per cent were enthusiastic about J;lUrsing, 61.6 per 
cent liked it, 13 per cent were indifferent and 1.4 per cent 
did not like nursing.B A study of responses of the entire 
group to various questionnaire items designed to measure fac-
tors associated with satisfaction or dissatisfaction indicated 
that the majority (60 to 80 per cent) enjoyed bedside care of 
patients; felt that the course has been well planned and t~at 
they had had adequate experience in major nursing services; 
were able to establish satisfactory relationships with head 
nurses, teachers and supervisors; enjoyed working with doctors; 
and felt that class grades and ratings on ward work were usual 
'7Nahm, Helen, ttA Follow-Up Study of Satisfaction with 
Nursingu~ Journal of Applied Psychology, 34:343-
346, October 1950. 
B . Nahm, .Q.h_cit., p.21. 
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e ly fair. Only 36 :per :cent enjoyed their formal classes, and 
only 21 per cent felt that the social and recreational facili-
ties of the school were adequate.9 
.At the time of this study, the Institute of Research and 
Service in Nursing Education of Teachers College, Columbia 
University was conducting a pro~ect to identify satisfying_ 
and stressful situations in basic programs in nursing educa-
tion.10 The des.criptions of these situations were to be con-
tributed by students of nursing in each class in the selected 
schools at regu~ar intervals. No data were available on the 
findings of this study. 
The challenge presented to those concerned with the ed-
ucation of students of nursing is enormous. The nurse educa-
tor should provide leadership for a program designed to fUl-
fill professional requirements and planned to meet the stu-
dents' personal needs for satisfaction. Her professional 
responsibilities are in part dependent upon her ability to 
keep informed of trends in professional and general education • 
.A systematic investigation of the experiences provided by the 
school with which the students expressed satisfaction or dis-
9Ibid. p.22. 
David, and Diamond, Lorraine, "The Identification 
of Satisfying and Stressful Situations in Basic 
Programs in Nursing Education: .A Progress Report" 
Nursing Research, 8:4-12, Winter 1959. 
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satisfaction should provide suggestions for the improvement 
of the program. )~ analysis of the experiences which are not 
satisfactory may imply the need (1) to employ different metho& 
of presenting the material; (2) to examine more critica~ly the 
contribution of each experience to the total curriculum; 
(3) to correlate the experiences more efficiently; and (4) to 
give more attention to the needs of the adolescent. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOIOLOGY 
The selected diploma school of nursing is one of the 
oldest schools of nursing in the United States. It was es-
tablished in 1882 with two students in attendance. 1 At the 
time of the study, the enrollment was 163 students. 
The aim of the school of nursing is: 
To prepare and graduate nurses who are capable 
of giving skillful, understanding and effective care 
to individuals who need their services, and who will 
take their places as satisfied professional workers 
and citizens in a constantly changing democratic 
society.2 . . 
The program is_ fully accredited by the Accrediting 
Service of the National League for Nursing and by the State 
Board of Nurse Registration and Nursing Education. Instruc-
tors from a local university contribute to the teaching of 
chemistry, microbiology, psychology and sociology. The cur-
riculum of the first semester is shown in Table 1.3 
The hospital which provides the clinical facilities for 
the school of nursing is a 660-bed voluntary, general hospit~ 
for acutely ill patients. Luring the first semester, students 
1 Hospital School of Nursing Programs of Instruc-
tion, p. 9. 
2Ibid. p. 11. 
3Ibid. P• 41.; 
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TABLE 1 
CURRICULUM OF THE FIRST SEMESTER IN THE SELECTED 
DIPLOMA SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Olin-
ical 
Title of Course Labor ... Labor-
Class a tory a tory 
Hours Hours Hours 
Anatomy and Physiology 66 46 
Chemistry 32 30 
Microbiology and Immunology 40 22 
Nutrition, Foods and Cookery 41 14 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics I 30 
Physical Education (25 hours -
no credit) 
Principles of Nursing I 145 95 110 
Psychology 30 
Social Foundations of Nursing I 15 
Social Usage (15 hours - no 
credit) 
Sociology 30 
Vacation - 2 weeks 
Total 429 207 110 
• 
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Jllay have clinical laboratory experience on medical, surgical 
or surgical specialties services. Clinical instructors and 
assistant clinical instructors are directly responsible for 
students on each assigned service. 
Forty-eight students who had successfully completed the 
first semester in the school of nursing were participants in 
this study. This was the entire enrollment of the class with 
the exception of one student who was indisposed at the time of 
the study. The students had completed the first semester two 
weeks prior to the study and had had two weeks vacation. 
The first day after vacation is known as "Orientation to 
the Clinical Program~~ The activities of the day include: 
(1) orientation to the clinical rotation plan, (2) orientation 
to the students' responsibilities as clinical students, (3) re 
view of examinations a.nd reports of tha first semester, and 
(4) preview of class activities for the second semester. It 
was during this day that the questionnaire was given to the 
students. 
The questionnaire is_frowned upon by one investigator as 
the method which is most often used by neophytes in research.4 
However, several advantages are inherent in a questionnaire. 
It can be administered to a large number of people simultane-
ously. It allows for fairly easy tabulation of data. It may 
4whitney, Frederick Lamson, The Elements of Research. 
(Third Edition) p. 140 • 
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be used in such a fashion that the identity of the respondent 
may remain unknown. The fear of retribution is thus minimize 
The experiences of the first semester which were in-
corporated in the questionnaire were those curricular and 
extra-class activities and services described in the school o 
nursing catalogue. Certain of the experiences were included 
at the request of members of the faculty who were interested 
in particular areas. The items concerning interpersonal re-
lationships and the item related to the questionnaire were 
included because of t~e investigator's interest. An item, 
ttother Experiences about Wb.i ch You Would Like to Comment;:~ 
was included in order to allow the participants some freedom 
of expression. 
In formulating that part of the questionnaire designed 
to have the student evaluate the experiences of. the first 
semester with which she was satisfied or dissatisfied, the 
method used was similar to the one employed by Hoppock5 and 
later by Na.hm6 ; however, this study did not attempt to 
elicit as fine gradations of satisfaction. Each participant 
was to place a check mark in front of the statement which 
- most accurately and honestly described how she felt about 
~Hop~ock, Robert, Job Satisfaction. p.250 
-~ahm, Helen, An Evaluation of Selected Schools of 
Nursing with Respect to Certain Educational 
Objectiv~. p.l9 
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each o~ the experiences. There were five statements ~rom 
which to choose.· These ranged from expression of extreme 
satisfaction to intense dislike. In order to allow expres-
sion about the specific factors which contributed to the 
student.s' satisfactions and dissatisfactions, two free-
res~onse columns were provided opposite each experience. 
The headings of the columns were uWhat you l~ked most" and 
uWhat you liked least.u 7 
Arrangements were made to have the questionnaire ad-
ministered by a member of the fac~lty of the school of nurs-
ing. The students knew nothing about the questionnaire pre-
vious to the time when it was given to them at a regularly 
scheduled class. The entire group met in a classroom. The 
questionnaire and a large Manila envelope marked ''Research II' 
were distributed to each student. The "Introductio~" which 
is the first page of the questionnaire, was read by the in-
structor. No time limit was set. The students' next meeting 
was scheduled to be held in the same room with the same in-
structor two hours hence. An announcement was made by the 
instructor that if more than two hours should be needed to 
complete· the questionnaire, the time would be granted. 
The instructor reported that the students seemed in-
terested in taking part in the study and that they wrote 
without hesitation. Some students were finished within 
7Appendix, P• 39 
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forty minutes; one participant spent one hour and twent~ 
minutes in answering the questionnaire. The completed ques-
tionnaires, enclosed in the manila envelopes, were collected 
that evening by the investigator. 
The data relative to the thirty~one items selected for 
study were tabulated according to the five degrees of satis-
faction. Each answer to the free-response part of the ques-
tionnaire ( 11What you liked most 11 and 11What you liked leastn) 
was recorded and tabulated. Categories were devised which 
seemed to describe tne responses, and these in turn were 
tabulated. 
The data from the questionnaires will be presented and 
ana-;tyzed in the :f·ollow:i:ng chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
FIN:DINGS 
Forty-eight students of nursing participated in this 
study to identify the experiences of the first semester with 
which they were satisfied or dissatisfied and to determine 
factors associated with their satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 
The number of responses to· each item in terms of the five 
degrees of satisfaction were tabulated and are shown in 
Table 2. 
It shouldbe noted that Items 8, 15, 30 and 32 have been 
omitted. "Sociology Classes" (Item 8) and "Physical Education 
Classes" (Item 15) were.not conducted during the first semes-
ter. 11 0ther Experiences About Which You Would Like to Com- . 
ment•• (Item 30) and "This Satisfaction Sc~le" (Item 32) will 
be dealt with separately. Since.two men students did not live 
in the dormitory, they were instructed to omit Items 20 and 
21. ~!Life in the Nurses' Residence" and 11 Compulsory Evening 
Study Roursu). 
"I liked it extremely welP1 and 11 I liked it" were inter-
preted as indications of satisfaction. "I neither liked nor 
disliked it" was interpreted as an indication of indifference. 
"I disliked it tt and ''I disliked it intensely" were inte-rpreted 
as indications of dissatisfaction. 
-19-
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TABLE 2 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-EIGHT STUDENTS IN A SELECTED SCHOOL OF NDRS-
ING TO A QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGNED TO SHOW SATISFACTION OR 
DISSATISFACTION WITH EXPERIENCES OF THE FIRST SEMESTER 
Number of ResEonses 
' Neither 
Item Liked it liked Disliked· 
extremely nor Disliked it No 
well Liked it disliked it intenseJy :responsE 
----
1 29 18 1 
2 28 19 1 
3 2 16 15 12 3 
4 6 18 13 8 3 
5 7 2'7 9 4 1 
6 15 27 3 1 1 
7 11 13 17 7 
9 5 16 22 5 
10 15 20 8 2 3 
e 11 7 21 8 12 12 4 15 22 6 1 
13 5 16. 16 8 2 1 
14 3 21 1'7 5 2 
16 20 28 
17 26 18 3 1 
18 42 6 
19 13 24 5 2 4 
20 10 27 7 1 1 2 
21 29 15 1 1 2 
22 10 32 5 1 
23 6 22 13 7 
24 15 26 5 1 1 
25 11 18 14 3 2 
26 23 11 9 5 
27 13 31 4 
28 15 31 2 
29 20 24 2 2 
31 26 18 2 l 1 
Total 417 378 224 78 19 28 
e 
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Seventy~four per cent of the total possible responses 
indicated satisfaction with the aggregate of the experiences 
of the first semester, 17 per cent showed indifference, 7 per 
cent indicated dissatisfaction, and the remaining 2 per cent 
failed to express an opinion. There were more omissions of 
responses to Items 20 through 26 than to all other items com-
bined. These items were for the most part related to extrg-
class activities. It was felt the comments that were made by 
the students expl~ining the omissions indicated that failure 
to respond was due to lack of interest in these activities and 
insufficient information about them. 
The largest number of responses which indicated dissat-
isfaction were to Item 3 ("Chemistry Classes") and Item 11 
("Pharmacology Classes"). There was also dissatisfaction with 
"Assigned Day Time Study Hours" (Item 19). 
The number of respondents expressing discontent dropped 
markedly for Items 16 through 31. The-only formal class ex-
periences mentioned in these items were "Principles of Nursing 
Classes and Laboratories." 
The items were then grouped according to larger units of 
experiences and the number and percentage of responses in each 
category was tabulated. These findings are shown in Tabl.e 3. 
Of the total. responses, 98 per cent indicated satisfac-
tion with anatomy and physiology classes and laboratories; 
96 per cent indicated satisfaction with principles of nursing 
e 
e 
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TABLBJ 3 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES OF FORTY -EIGHT STUDENTS TO TYPES OF 
EXPERIENCES IN A SELECTED SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Neither 
Types of Liked it liked Dis- Disliked-
Experiences extremely Liked liked it ..... No nor 
--
. -
well it dis\itked · it intensely ~ponse 
Anatom;r and 
Physiology 
Classes and 
Laboratories 59 39 2 
Chemistry Clas-
ses and Lab-
oratories 8 36 29 21 6 
Microbiology 
Classes and 
Laboratories 24 56 13 5 2 
Psychology 23 2'7 35 15 
Nutrition Clas-
ses and Lab-
oratories 21 38 31 7 3 
Pharmacology 
Classes and 
Laboratories 11 . 38 31 19 1 
Social Founda-
tions of 
Nursing 11 33 33 17 4 2 
Social Usage 6 44 35 11 4 
Principles of 
Nursing C1as-
ses a.nd Lab-
oratories 48 48 3 1 
Clinical Practice 88 12 
Planned Study 
Hours 24 53 13 3 5 2 
Extra-Class 
Activities 31 49 13 1 1 5 
Student Personnel 
Services 32 42 19 2 5 
Interpersonal 
Relationships 3'7 57 4 2 
Total Preclinical 
Period 54 38 4 2 2 
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classes and laboratories. Twenty-seven per cent of the re-
sponses indicated dissatisfaction with chemistry classes and 
laboratories. Twenty-one per cent of the participants dis-
liked social foundations of nursing and 19 per cent disliked 
pharmacology classes and laboratories. No opinions were ex~ 
pressed about extra-class activities by 5 per cent of the 
respondents. Five per cent failed to answer the items con-
cerning the health, guidance and librar.r services available 
to students. 
The experience which was most satisfactory to the 
largest percentage of the respondents was "Clinical Experi• 
ence 11 (Item 18). One hundred per cent of the students liked 
this experience. 
In order to determine the specific factors -which con-
tributed to the students' satisfactions and dissatisfactions 
with each experience, the responses in the columns 11What you 
liked most 11 and "What you liked least" were recorded, tabula-
ted and categorized. Typical comments Which were included in 
each category can be found in the Appendix. 1 
Table 4 shows the number of responses in terms of 
11likes 11 and "dislikes'' in each category for class aad labora-
tory experiences. 
On examination, there may appear to be some inconsis-
tencies in the figures. In some categories there are more 
1Appendix B, P• 47 
Experiences 
Anaton:w and Physiology 
Classes 
Anatomy and Physiology 
Laboratories 
Chemistry Classes 
!Chemistry Laboratories 
Microbiology Classes 
Microbiology Laboratories 
Psychology Classes 
Nutrition Classes 
Nutrition Laboratories 
Pharmacology Classes 
Pharmacology Laboratories 
Social Foundations of Nursing 
Social Usage 
Principles of Nursing Classes 
Principles of Nursing 
Laboratories 
( 
4 
RESPONSES OF FORTY -EIGH STUDENTS IN TERMS OF "LIKES 11 
.AUD "DISLIKES" IN SELEC · CATEGORIES WITH RESPECT TO 
CLASS AND LABO ORY EXPERIENCES 
Presentatio Instruc- Application 
Content and Teacher tiona! to Nursing 
Organizatio Aids or Classes 
Time Development 
and of Manual and 
Scheduling Observational 
Skills 
Liked Liked Liked iked Liked Liked Liked Liked Liked Liked Liked Liked Liked 
most least most most least most least most least most least most least 
14 4 32 2 8 2 2 9 33 
4 11 13 1 1 2 24 1 20 17 
18 16 14 18 2 4 3 7 12 
9 7 9 1 2 2 12 8 23 14 
20 9 16 24 9 1 4 5 1 1 7 
6 2 9 2 1 11 5 14 36 
26 11 9 21 2 2 11 1 3 13 1 
26 7 6 42 2 1 2 5 5 3 
7 3 18 1 2 3 3 44 
35 12 1 17 1 6 19 
6 4 8 2 2 4 16 28 
16 8 26 12 5 20 
35 7 10 13 2 11 20 
22 ' 3 14 9 3 1 5 12 11 
17 25 1 3 13 7 22 
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comments than respondents. There were two reasons for this: 
(l) a student may have indicated more than one satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction in her statement, and (2) both the favor-
able and unfavorable comments may have been inclu_ded in a 
single category. 
Table 5 indicates the categories in which there were the 
largest number of likes and dislikes for the class and labora-
tory experiences. The largest number of comments about class 
experiences indicated that content was liked most; presentati 
and organization was liked least. Development of manual and 
observational skills contributed most to the satisfaction with 
laboratory classes. Time and scheduling was mentioned most 
frequently as a source of dissatisfaction in seven of the 
fifteen areas. 
Data assembled regarding satisfaction with activities 
other than class and laboratory expe~iences did not lend 
themselves to presentation in tabular form. Typical re-
sponses to the i tams can be fo1.md in the Appendi.:x:.2i Most 
significant findings are given below. 
Sixty-one per cent of the students commented favorably 
about the purpose for which the day-time and evenings tudy 
hours were designed (Items 19 and 20). They complained most 
about the hours of the day assigned for study and the restric 
2.Appendix C, p. 49 
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TABLE 5 
CATEGORIES IN WHICH THE LARGEST NUMBER OF "LIKES" AND 
"DISLI:KES" WERE REPORTED WITH RESPECT TO CLASS AND 
LABORATORY EXPERIENCES* 
Pre-
sent a-
E:x:p eri enc es tion Ins-
and true-
Con- Organ-tio:nal 
tent izat:ion Aids 
.Anatomy and Phy-
siology <Jlasses X 
Ana t omv and Phy-
siology Laborator~ 
Chemistry Classes X 0 
Chemistry Labora-
tories 
Microbiology Classes X 0 
Microbiology Labora-
tories 
Psychology Classes X 0 
Nutrition Classes X 0 
Nutrition Labora-
tories 0 
Pharmacology Classes X 
Pharmacology Labora-
tori:es 
Soc~a~ Fopndations 
o urs~ng X 0 
Social Usage X 
Principles of Nurs-
ing Classes X 
Principles of Nurs-
ing Laboratories 0 
* NOTE: X indicates "liked most" 
0 indicates 111iked least" 
.A.pplic- Develop-
a:t;ion m.ent of 
to Time Manual 
Nursing and and Ob-
or Sched- servation 
Classes uling al Skills 
0 
X 0 
0 X 
0 X 
X 
0 
0 X 
0 
0 
X 
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tions thus imposed. In terms of total number of responses, 
however; these dissatisfactions were not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Of 94 comments about life i.n the nurses' residence 
(Item 21), forty-six per cent liked most the group experience. 
Twenty-three per cent expressed dissatisfactionwith the 
physical environment in the residence. It was interesting to 
note that only 11 of the 94 comments concerned restrictions in 
the nurses' home. 
There were an equal number of favorable and unfavorable 
replies about the type and number of social activities (Item 
22). Analysis of the individual responses revealed that 
movies, dances and informal affairs were most appreciated. 
Dissatisfaction stemmed from an insufficient number of sport;. 
activities and apparent disregard for the scheduling of the 
activities in relation to academic responsibilities. Students 
commented about lack of student support for their social 
program. 
Fifty-two per cent of the students admitted lack of in-
formation about their student organization (Item 23). The 
favorable comments concerned .their appreciation of the func-
tion of the organization and the group experience afforded by 
participation. 
Ninety-two per cent of the students indicated that the 
type and number of student privileges were satisfactory. 
-2?-
There were only 1? comments made about dissatisfaction with 
the restrictions imposed. 
Forty of 48 students commented favorably about the 
health services (Item 25) and expressed appreciation for the 
availability of the services and physical care when ill. Of 
25 unfavorable comments, 16 specifically mentioned the tard-
iness of· the doctor as a- source of discontent. 
Forty favorable comments relative to guidance services 
(Itam 26) expressed appreciation for the availability of 
the service. Dissatisfaction centered about the fact that 
the guidance office was not sufficiently private and that the 
many responsibilities of the counsellor kept the students 
from seeking her services • 
. Forty-nine favorable comments were made about the 
library services (Item 2?). Dissatisfaction was expressed 
by 42 students because of tbe insufficient number of refer-
ence books and the problem of noise in the library and read-
ing room. 
The students liked the availability of assistance from 
classroom instructors and personnel in the clinical area. 
Dissatisfactions arose because of individual differences 
within the faculty group and between the instructors and 
hospital staff in the methods of carrying out procedures. 
These inconsistencies produced confusion and affected the 
student's ability to perform with satisfaction. 
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Other experiences (Item 30) about which the students 
commented ~avorably were capping, field trips, volley ball 
and the opportunity to work with the doctor in the clinical 
area. There were two unfavorable comments relative to 
Pharmacology II. 
Comments about the clinical experience (Item 18) indica· 
ted that the students enjoyed most working with the patients 
and applying their nursing skills in caring for the sick. 
The chief sources of dissatisfaction were the method of pa-
tient assignment (commented on by 17 studmts) and difficulty 
in getting supervision (commented on by 14 students). 
In relation to the total preclinical period (Item 31), 
seventy-five per cent of the respondents indicated that work-
ing in the Glinical area was what they liked most. Dissatis-
faction·. centered around the concentration of classes in this 
period of time. Sixty-three per cent of the students men-
tioned this factor specifically. 
Most responses indicated that the participants liked 
the opportunity to voice an anonymous appraisal of the ex-
periences of the first semester. Seventy-seven per cent 
mentioned this fact. There were indications that some studeni~ 
had too little space in which to write their remarks. Some 
respondents had difficulty in expressing What they liked 
least if they had been completely satisfied with the experi-
. 
ence. Others had difficulty in expressing what they liked 
most if they had been completely dissatisfied with the 
experience. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMlillY, CONCLU~IONS, .AND BECOIDIIENDATIONS 
This study was undertaken to identify the experiences of 
the first semester in a selected diploma school of nursing witt 
which the students were satisfied or dissatisfied and to de-
termine the factors associated with this satisfaction and dis-
satisfaction. There were forty-eight participants who had 
successfully completed the first semester immediately prior 
to the study. 
A questionnaire was designed and administered to the 
students during an assigned class period. The data were 
systematized and reported by use of tables. Comments were 
quoted directly from the questionnaire. 
Of the formal learning experiences, anatomy and physiol-
ogy classes and laboratories and principles of nl_lrsing classes 
and laboratories were liked most. Chemistry, social founda-
tions of nursing and pharmacology classes were liked least. 
The content contributed most to the satisfaction with the 
classes. Dissatisfaction with the classes stemmed from the 
methods of presenting and organizing the material. The devel-
opment of manual and observational skills contributed most to 
the satisfactions with laboratory experiences, and, dissatis-
factions with assigned study hours centered around time and 
scheduling also. 
e. 
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Students enjoyed group living and most were pleased 
with the privileges afforded them. There were comments indica-
ting the need for improvement of some of the physical facili~ 
ties of the residence. Many of the respondents indicated their 
need for more sports activities. They ·were concerned with 
the lack of student support of the social program but pointed 
out that activities were frequently scheduled in conflict with 
examinations. 
Students admitted lack of information about the student 
organization. For the most part they were satisfied with the 
student personnel services. Dissatisfactions were related to 
tardiness of the doctor, lack of privacy in the guidance coun-
sellor's office, hesitancy to seek the guidance counsellor be-
cause of her many other responsibilities, insufficient number 
of reference books in the library, and noise in the library 
and reading room. 
All students liked clinical experience. They enjoyed 
working with the pa~ients. They expressed concern about the 
difficulty in securing consistent supervision in the clinical 
area. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of the findings in this study, the follow-
ing conclusions seem justifiable: 
1. The participants in this study liked the experiences 
of the first semester. Seventy-four per cent of the possible 
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responses indicated satisfaction with the aggregate of the 
experiences. 
2. The students liked clinical experience. They enjoyed 
working with the patients. The personal satisfaction which was 
derived from caring for the sick contributed to their enjoyment 
in the clinical area. 
3. The students were able to develop satisfactory inter-
personal relationships with their peer groupt class instruc-
tors and personnel in the hospital. 
4. The concentration of studies, the conflicts between 
planned social activities and academic requirements and the 
restrictions necessarily imposed by homogeneous group-living 
point to the fact that there has not been sufficient recogni-
tion given to the dynamics of adolescent behavior and·the re-
quirements for the on-going growth and development of the 
adolescent. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations have evolved from the 
findings in this study. They are presented as starting points 
for further discussion and more particular research and as 
suggestions to the appropriate persons who will be planning 
changes in the program in the selected school of nursing. 
1. A critical evaluation of the planned learning exper-
iences of the first semester should be undertaken. Attention 
should be directed toward a substantial reduction in the total 
number of hours of planned instruction and the development 
of more effective methods of teaching. 
2. The program should be organized to provide better 
correlation of class activities and clinical experience. The 
application of theoretical knowledge should be specifically 
pointed out to the beginning student. 
3. The ratio of students to instructors should be re-
duced to provide adequate supervision for students in the 
clinical area. · 
4 •. There should be better communication between person-
ne1 in nursing service and personnel in nursing education to 
provide more consistent guidance for the students in the clin-
ical area. 
5. In planning the class schedule, consideration should 
be given to the nature of the learning experience and the act-
ivity of the student in the classroom. Learning experiences 
require varying degrees of mental alertness and should be 
scheduled in accordance with scientific information about 
"peaks of performance:~: 
6. Cooperative planning should eliminate conflicts in 
the scheduling of examinations and planned social activities. 
More sport activities should be provided. 
7. A plan should be devised to involve the students 
more actively in the student organization. 
8. Consideration should be given to the employment of 
a school physician to be directly responsible for the student 
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health program. 
9. An analysis of the present functions of the guidance 
counsellor should be undertaken. Consideration should be given 
to delegating to other personnel those responsibilities that 
are not primarily of a guidance nature. 
10. The facilities of the library should be critically 
evaluated. More reference books should be made available. 
11. A follow-up study should be done to determine the 
changes in the opinions of the students as they progress 
through the sChool toward the experiences of the first semes-
ter. 
12. A study designed to explore the dynamics of adoles-
cent behavior inherent in the findings of this study should 
prove beneficial. 
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" 
INTRODUCTION 
This questionnaire is a part of a study which is being conducted by a graduate student at Boston 
University. .., 
The purpose of the study is to have you evaluate the experiences of your preclinical period in terms 
of your likes and dislikes. Since this is your reaction to these experiences, there can be no right or wrong 
answers. The answers which you give will in no '\W.Y influence your standing in the school. 
The success of the study depends upon your frankness and sincerity. ~lease respond to all ite~s. 
Do not put your name or a:ny other identifying mark on the paper._ 
When you have finished, please put the questionnaire in the manila envelope provided and leave 
it in the basket on the table. 
Thank you for your par~icipation in this study. 
1959 
I 
~ 
<.0 
I 
•' 
1. 
.. 
2,.. 
3. 
4. 
• • 
Place a check mn:rk in front of the s·tatement which mo-st ace'tirately and honestly tel-l-s hew 
you feeJ about each of the experiences mentioned. · 
In the ap-propriate space to the right of each experience, please write What you li~ed m.9_st about 
the experience (that is, what caused you to be satisfied with the experience) and "llrh~:~.t you liked 
least about the experience (that is, what caused you to be dissatisfied \'lith the experience). 
DO NO:e PUT YOUR NAME OR .P-.NY IDENriiDNG M.ARK ON YOUR PAPER 
l WHAT YOU LIKED MOST - --~ WHAT YOU LIKED LEAST 
.ANATOMY .AND PHYSIOLOGY CLASSES 
_ a~ I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. 
__ c. I neither likedmr disliked them. 
_d. I disliked them 
__ e. I disliked them intensely • 
I 
ANATOMY" .AND PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORIES 
_a~ I liked them extremely well •. 
_ b. I liked them. 
~ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
___ d. I disliked them. 
_ e, I disliked them intensely, 
CHEMISTRY CLASSES 
_ a. I liked them exbremely \1/'ell. 
__ b. I liked them. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_d. I disliked them. 
__ e. I disliked them intensely. 
CHEMISTRY LABORATORIES 
___ a,. I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. 
__ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d. I disliked them. 
___ e. I disliked them intensely. 
t 
~ 
0 
t 
~' • 
e 
·------
- I I l'lR.AT YOU LIKEJ MOST ~ i~AT YOU LIKED LEAST 
5. MICROBIOLOGY CLASSES 
___ a_ I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. 
_ c.. t neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d. I disliked. them. 
_ e. l disliked them intensely. 
-
6. MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORIES 
_ a. I liked them extremely well. 
_ b • I liked them. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked them, 
_d.. I disliked them .• 
__ e. I disliked them lntensely,. 
I 
?. PSYCHOLOGY CliASSES 
_ a. I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I likEd them. I 
_ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. ~ f-l 
_ d. I disliked them. t 
_ e,. I disliked them intensely~ 
8. SOCIOLOGY CLASSES 
_ a. I liked them· extremely well. 
_ b, I liked them •. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d,. I disliked them. 
___ e. I disliked them intensely_ 
9; NUTRITION CLASSES 
_ a. I like:l them extremely well. 
_· b. I liked them. 
_ c. I neither liked nor disliked. them. 
-·-a. I disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely. 
- -~- ---- --' 
e e 
. 
-
1'/H.Al' YOU LIKED MOST ! Wrl!.T YOU LIKED LEAST 
-------
10. NUTRITION LABORATORIES 
_a~ I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. ' 
_ c" I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_d. I disliked them. 
___ e. I disliked them intensely. 
11. l:rH.ARMACOLOGY I (DRUGS .AND SOWTIONS CLASSES) 
_a. I liked them extremely well--
_b. I liked them. 
_ c, I neither liked nor disliked them. 
___ d. I disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely,. 
12. PHARMACOLOGY I (DRUGS .AND SOLUTIONS) LA:BORATORIE~ 
___ a. I liked them extremely well. 
~ b • I liked them 0 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. I ~ 
_ d. I dis liked them. ro 
_e. I disliked them intensely. 1" 
13. SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF NURSHTG I CLASSES 
-a. r liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. 
_c .. I neither liked nor disliked them." 
_d. I disliked. them. 
_e. I disliked them intensely • 
. 
14. SOCIAL USAGE CLASSES 
_ a. I liked them extemely \'tell. 
_ b. I liked them. 
___ c, I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_a. I disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely,. 
----~-- ---
,, 
- • 
WHAT YOU LIKE!J MOST I WRAT YOU LIKEID LEAST 
15 .. PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES 
__.. a. I liked them extremely well. 
_ o. I liked. them. 
-· c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d. I disliked them. 
_e. I disliked them intensely,. 
-··-~ 
16. PRINCIPLES OF NU'RSING CLASSES .AND DEMONSTRATIONS I 
_a. I liked them extremely well. j 
_ b. I liked. them. 
~c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ a~ I disliked them. ; 
__ e ~ I disliked them intensely. 
-17. PRINCIPLES OF NURSING PRACT!CE CLASsES 
_a. I liked them extremely well. 
_b._ I liked them, 
___ c9 I neither liked nor disliked them. r 
_d .. I disliked them .. ~ CN 
_ e. I disliked them intensely., t 
18 .. CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
a~ I liked it extremely 111'ell .. 
- . 
___ b, I liked it .. 
_ c. I neither liked nor disliked it. 
_d .. I disliked it. 
_e. I disliked it intensely. 
19 ... ASSIGNED DAY-TIMI!l STUDY HOURS 
___ a. I liked them extremely well. 
_ b. I liked them. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked the~ 
__ . __ d. I disliked them# 
~ e. I disliked them intensely., 
-
., 
~' • 
--- I WHAT YOU LIKED MOST 
20 • t1 COMPULSORY11 EVENING STUDY HOURS 
---a~ 
·---b. 
--~c. 
--d. 
e. 
I liked them extremely well. 
I liked them. 
I neither liked nor disliked them. 
I disliked them. 
I disliked them intensely. 
21. LIFE IN THE NURSES t RESIDENCE (Men may omit. ) 
_ a. I liked it extremely \'fell. 
_b. I liked it. 
_c. I neither liked nor disliked it. 
___ d. I disliked it. 
_ e. 1 disliked it intensely., 
22. PLANNED SOC I.AL .ACTIVITIES 
23. 
24. 
--·· a. 
__ b .. 
1 liked them extremely well. 
I liked them. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_d. I disliked them~ 
___ e. I disliked them intensely. 
THE STUDENT GUILD 
_ a. I liked it extremely well. 
_b. I liked it. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked it. 
_ d. I disliked it. 
_ e. I aisliked it intensely. 
STUDENT PRIVILEGES 
---a. 
__ b. 
--c. 
_a. 
_e. 
I liked them extremely well. 
I liked them. 
I neither liked nor dislikei the~ 
I disliked them. 
I disliked them intensely. 
.. 
-
WHAT YOU LIKED LEAST 
I 
~­
~ 
• 
•' 
-
-
~ 
'I' 
WIL~T YOU LIKED MOST -~ u- --- I --- iiHAT YOU LIKED £EAST 
25. BEATITH SERVICES (Health Clinic) 
_ a. I liked them extremely well. 
_ b.. I liked them. 
_ c'" I neither liked nor disliked them, 
_ a. I disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely. 
26. GUIDANCE. SERVICES (Study Habits) Personal 
Problems t Vocational Assistance 
___ a. I liked them extremely well • 
........._ b.. l liked them. 
c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d, I dis1.iked them. 
_ e, I disliked them intensely. 
27, LIJ3BARY SERVICES 
_a. I liked them extremely well~ 
-
b. I liked them~ r 
c. I neither liked nor disliked them. It:>-Ol 
__ d .. I disliked them. I 
.. . _e. I disliked them intensely .. 
28. RELATIONSHIPS \'liTH CLASSROOM AND CLINICAl 
INSTRUCTORS 
_a. I liked them extremely well ... 
_ b. I liked them. 
c. r neither liked nor disliked them. 
-d. r disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely. 
29. RELATIONSHIPS ifiTH PERSONNEL (OTHER THAN 
CLASSROOM .AND CLINICAL INSTRU'CTOBS) IN THE 
CLINICAL AREA 
_a. I liked them extremely l'Tell, .. 
_b .. I liked them. 
-
c. I neither liked nor disliked them. 
_ d. I disliked them. 
_ e. I disliked them intensely. 
---- -------
,,., 
e • "'' 
l WHAT YOU LIXED MOST ~---- --- ~~T YOU LIKED LEAST 
-
--
30. OTHER EXPERIENCES ABOUT \'lHICH YOU WOUiiD 
LIKE TO COMMENT 
(name experience) 
_ a .. I liked it extremely well.., 
_b. I liked it~ 
_ c. I neither liked nor disliked it,. 
_d. I disliked it. 
_e. I disliked it intensely .. 
. (name experience) 
_ a~ I liked it ex:tre:oely\1\611. 
_b. I liked it,. 
___ c. I neither liked nor disliked it~ 
_a. I disliked it. 
_e. I disliked it intensely. 
31. TOTAL PRECLINICAL PERIOD (EXPERIENCES 
.AND CLASS\vORK AS A WHO IE) 
__ a. I liked it extremely well. I 
If:>. 
_b. I likalit., (J') 
__ c. I neither liked nor disliked it. I 
__ a. I disliked it. I __ e • I disliked it intensely. .. 
- c; 
32; ~IS II sATISFACTION' SCALE11 
_a. I liked it extremely well. 
_b. I liked it. 
- c. I neither liked nor disliked it. 
~d. I disliked it. 
-
e. I disliked it intensely. 
-----~------. --- - -~--
--· -- --- --------~-- ----
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APPENDIX B 
COMMENTS TYPICAL OF THOSE WHICH WERE CLASSIFIED IN 
EACH CATEGORY JJEVISED TO mTERil.UNE FACTORS ASSOCIATED 
WITH SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION 
Relating to Content: 
11 I never did like mathematics." 
"The material was too detailed for me to understand. u 
11The course was interesting." 
Relating to Presentation and Organization: 
11 The instructor lectured straight from the book. I 
could have read the book. u 
"The class was a 11break11 in the day. It was so relaxed. 1 
"I could take good notes." 
"The demonstrations were clear. u 
Relating to Teacher: 
11Miss is interested in students. 11 
"Mr. ~-- has a pleasant voice but he doesn't say 
much.u 
••The instructor was concerned abou.t the student's know-
ledge. u 
Relating to Instructional Aids: 
11 The book has good diagrams.u 
"I didn't know what the teacher wanted in our notebooks.' 
"I learned to write a letter in high school." 
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Relating to Application to Nursing or Classes: 
"I can't see what rats in a maze have to do with nurs-
ing." 
n:seing able to put this to work on the units." 
11 I feel this course will help me to understand others 
and myself better. u 
nThe labs followed the material covered in class." 
Relating to Time and Scheduling: 
"Two hours without a break is too long.n 
"Class from 3-5 is no good, I sleep." 
11We didn't have time to get into uniform before running 
to another class.n 
"Too much time for some experiments, not enough for 
others. tt 
Relating to Manual Skills and Sensory Development: 
11 I enjoyed working with materials and learning tech-
niques. u 
nWhen we were able to see the different structures of 
animals and how they were somewhat like those of 
humans." 
11 Getting acquainted with syringes. tt 
11 I always learn more by handling and seeing things. tt 
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APPENDIX C 
TYPICAL REPLIES :nJ11\.IliD BY STUDENTS TO ITEMS 18 THROUGH 32 WHICH 
ILLUSTRATE SATISFACTIONS AND DISSATISFACTIONS WITH TEE EX-
PERIENCES 
Item 18. Clinical Experience 
"Working with the pa- "Short length of time on 
ti ents.n units .. " 
"Putting theory to prac- "I wish we could do things 
tic e. 11 on the units sooner after 
having them in class .. 11 
Item 19. Assigned Day-time Study Hour~ 
"It gave us "free 11 time." 11Usually they were for only 
one hour. Yotf can tt do 
very much in one hour. n 
11Gave us a chance to 
catch up. on assign-
ments or reading." 
"I could get to the 
library. 11 
uver.v often it was too noisy 
to study.u 
11Not enough some weeks, too 
much in others.," 
Item 20. "Compulsory" Evening Study Hours 
11Gave us a set time to 
study and be quiet." 
"A little more quiet 
than usual.u 
ttDisliked the hours. 11 
"Can't study until 10:30. 
TOO TIRED." 
Item 21. Life in the Nurses' Residence 
11It was fun living with 
other girls." 
"Companionship." 
"Some people are not always 
thoughtful - play radio 
too loud, holler in halls. •• 
"Too hote Pipes bang." 
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Item 22. Planned Social Activities 
"I liked the movies and 
dances best.n 
"They were inexpensive.n 
Item 23. The Student Guild 
"It is good to have 
this." 
"Good to voice an 
opinion." 
Item 24. Student Privileges 
"There are a fair num-
ber of late keys. 11 
, 
11:Seing free Wednesday 
nights." 
Item 25. Health Services 
"The interest they take 
in you when you are 
sick. 11 
"The good medical care 
you receive." 
Item 26. Guidance Services 
"The feeling that the 
guidance counsellor 
always has time for 
you." 
"Availability of the 
service." 
Item 27. Library Services 
"The variety of books." 
"The librarian helps us 
find the books we need.u 
"We need more sports." 
"More than once a dance was 
hel-d the night before an 
exam so we couldn't go." 
"I don't know enough about 
it to really say. 11 
"There are too few open 
meetings.n 
"Having to work Saturday 
morning." 
11Having to conform to house 
rules." 
nThe time lost from classes 
while waiting for the doc-
tor." 
11 The rooms are so small." 
"The counsellor's office is 
too open." 
"There aren't enough planned 
conferences with instruc-
tors. 11 
"It's too noisy to study. 11 
ttNot enough copies of 
reference books .u 
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Item 28. Relationships with Classroom ·and Clinical Instructors 
"The friendliness of in-
structors." 
"The teacher-student re-
lationship." 
"Adapting to some individual 
personalities. 11 
"Trying to get them to see 
the whole situation - es~ 
pecially if we were in the 
middle." 
Item 29. Relationships with Personnel in the Clinical Area 
11People on the units are 
friendly and helpful. 
nAt times there seemed· to 
be differences between the 
units and th.e school. u 
11 Their willingness to "Raving to· ·clean up after 
accept us as co-workers." ·some of them." 
Item 30. Other Experiemces abo.ut Which You Would Like t.Q. 
Comment .. 
11 The ceremony of light-
ing" the candies." 
(Capping) 
"I enjoyed the field 
trip to the Out-Patient-
Department. n · 
"I didn't like Pharmacology 
II classes." 
Item 31. Total Preelini cal Period 
"Work on the units." 
"Learning new things." 
ttTh.e pressure of .so much in 
so short a time.u 
"The amount of study time 
needed .. " 
Item 32. This "Satisfaction Scale" 
ttit was easy to under-
stand.u 
"It gave us a chance to 
voice an opinion.n 
"It required too muah 
writing.u 
"Having to put a comment 
in both columns. •• 
